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Introduction 

 
Permaculture as defined by Graham Bell is “the conscious design and 

maintenance of agriculturally productive systems which have the diversity, stability, and 
resilience of natural ecosystems. It is the harmonious integration of the landscape with 
people providing their food, energy, shelter and other material and non-material needs in 
a sustainable way.” At the Gibbs House, located off Parkview road, permaculture is 
demonstrated by growing a variety of crops to educate the surrounding community. 
Education is the number one priority on the permaculture team. We exhibit this through 
our how we present ourselves at our on-campus produce stand. We have scaled back on 
growing a large variety of crops that has left our student staff stretched thin and focused 
on specialty crops, seed saving, soil regeneration strategies, cover crops, and other efforts 
to exhibit our permaculture ethics and principles on the site. Over the past few cold 
months of winter, pests such as voles and groundhogs have made their home in the warm 
hoop houses. Trying to control these pests have been a priority. Also, germination tests of 
older seeds have been conducted to see how age and storage effects their germination 
rate. Lastly, we have spent time refining our hoop house bed preparation to ensure we are 
ready for the ever-approaching warmer months and subsequent growing season.  
 

  
 
Methods 
 
 All research I was involved with this past semester took place at the Gibbs house 
East Field on in the hoop house. This is the annual production field where the 
permaculture team grows a large variety of crops to educate WMU students and the 
surrounding community year around. This time of year, with the cold weather most of the 
“heavy lifting” is done in the hoop houses. Also with the less than ideal growing 
conditions in the colder months, planning for upcoming growing season and seed 
germination test takes place indoors. Figure 1 shows a small portion of the excel file 
showing how a seed germination test is set up and logged. Seed germination tests were 
done by taking “old seeds” (2015 and older) and testing their viability to germinate under 
ideal conditions. To do this experiment, either 10 or 20 seeds were placed in a paper 
towel roll, dampened and check back on a week later. Those seeds that started sprouting 
were counted and results were documented in an excel file. Another week went by giving 
more time to germinate. Again, the seeds that sprouted were counted.  



		

	

Bed preparation in the hoop houses during the winter is a large task that needs to be done 
before new seeds go into the ground. To do this old crop must be removed and beds need 
to be weeded. A stirrup hoe is used to break up the top layer of soil, followed by a broad 
fork to break up large clumps of dirt and oxygenate the soil. Once the soil is prepped, a 
layer of compost is applied to give the new seeds the boost it needs to start growing. 
Figure 2 demonstrates that working outside during the Michigan winters has its ups and 
downs. Cold and dark is a common work environment at this time of the year. As 
mentioned above pest control plays a huge role in growing plants. We have used a variety 
of baiting and traps to control these pests.  
   
   
 
 
 
	
Results		
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(figure 2) 

 
 
 
Conclusion 
 

Moving forward, more hoop house 1 preparation will take place getting them 
ready for the seasons to change. Also, this season the permaculture team is focusing more 
on education than production. Last year we produced a large quantity of vegetables but 
this season specialization of a smaller variety of crops will take place. Lastly, I will be 
graduating this semester so transferring my knowledge to the upcoming permaculture 
team members will be a task to be completed before I leave. Together the permaculture 
team puts forth our message of living a more sustainable and environmentally friendly 
life.  

 
	
 
 
3 sentence:  
Permaculture	is	crucial	skill	to	have.	Growing	in	the	winter	time	can	be	difficult	but	with	the	
right	skills	anyone	can	do	it.	Here	are	a	few	tips	on	how	to	master	winter	growing. 
 
 
1 sentence: 
At	the	Gibbs	Site,	the	winter	season	is	a	viable	time	to	grow	winter	veggies	and	prepare	for	
the	approaching	production	season.	 


